Structure and dynamics of water confined in silica nanopores.
We report the results of molecular simulation of water in silica nanopores at full hydration and room temperature. The model systems are approximately cylindrical pores in amorphous silica, with diameters ranging from 20 to 40 Å. The filled pores are prepared using grand canonical Monte Carlo simulation and molecular dynamics simulation is used to calculate the water structure and dynamics. We found that water forms two distinct molecular layers at the interface and exhibits uniform, but somewhat lower than bulk liquid, density in the core region. The hydrogen bond density profile follows similar trends, with lower than bulk density in the core and enhancements at the interface, due to hydrogen bonds between water and surface non-bridging oxygens and OH groups. Our studies of water dynamics included translational mean squared displacements, orientational time correlations, survival probabilities in interfacial shells, and hydrogen bond population relaxation. We found that the radial-axial anisotropy in translational motion largely follows the predictions of a model of free diffusion in a cylinder. However, both translational and rotational water mobilities are strongly dependent on the proximity to the interface, with pronounced slowdown in layers near the interface. Within these layers, the effects of interface curvature are relatively modest, with only a small increase in mobility in going from the 20 to 40 Å diameter pore. Hydrogen bond population relaxation is nearly bulk-like in the core, but considerably slower in the interfacial region.